
 

Position Summary Descriptions 

Kitchen  

Dish Washer/Utility Person                                                                                                                                               
This position is responsible for providing dish washing service in the kitchen, upholding quality, safety, service, 

and food safety standards, and Department of Health regulations.  This position also performs utility services in 

and around the restaurant, including sweeping/mopping floors, emptying trash, watering flowers, etc.  Woks as a 

member of a team. 

Line Cook                                                                                                                                                                             
The Line Cook is responsible for preparing food to the exact chef’s specifications and to set up stations for menu; 

including assisting the Head Chef and Sous Chef with their daily tasks.  This position upholds quality, safety, 

service, and food safety standards, and Department of Health regulations.   Works as a member of a team. 

Restaurant  

Busser                                                                                                                                                                      
The Busser clears tables of finished plates and silverware.  Fills water glasses constantly.  Brings new silverware as 

needed.  Cleans up around tables and chairs, removing large crumbs.  Helps prepare salads.  Works as a member 

of a team. 

Server                                                                                                                                                                                   
Takes guests’ food and drink orders.  Remains aware of specials.  Stays attentive to the needs and requests of the 

guest.  Meets Webb’s standards for service excellence with respect to timeliness, responsiveness, accuracy, and 

overall quality and service.  Works as a member of a team.   

Host(ess)                                                                                                                                                                 
Greets and welcomes guests as they arrive inside the restaurant.  Takes and accommodates reservations, seats 

guests and assists the Dining Room Manager with maintaining order and service in the “front of the house.”  

Works as a member of a team.  

Bartender                                                                                                                                                                                 
Makes drinks for patrons at the bar and in the adjacent lounge; and submitted by Servers.  Serves and takes food 

orders as well.  Maintains Webb’s standards for service excellence with respect to timeliness, accuracy, 

responsiveness, and overall quality and customer service.  Works as a member of a team.   

Cottage Collection 

Store Associate                                                                                                                                                                        
Webb’s Cottage Collection is a home décor and gift shop with a popular coffee house inside.   Willingness to serve 

the public in a shop where multi-tasking is the norm.  If you are energetic and enthusiastic about your work, this 

might be the opportunity for you.   

 


